Abstract-As an important problem in computer vision, salient object detection (SOD) from images has been attracting an increasing amount of research effort over the years. Recent advances in SOD, not surprisingly, are dominantly led by deep learning-based solutions (named deep SOD) and reflected by hundreds of published papers. To facilitate the in-depth understanding of deep SODs, in this paper we provide a comprehensive survey covering various aspects ranging from algorithm taxonomy to unsolved open issues. In particular, we first review deep SOD algorithms from different perspectives including network architecture, level of supervision, learning paradigm and object/instance level detection. Following that, we summarize existing SOD evaluation datasets and metrics. Then, we carefully compile a thorough benchmark results of SOD methods based on previous work, and provide detailed analysis of the comparison results. Moreover, we study the performance of SOD algorithms under different attributes, which have been barely explored previously, by constructing a novel SOD dataset with rich attribute annotations. We further analyze, for the first time in the field, the robustness and transferability of deep SOD models w.r.t. adversarial attacks. We also look into the influence of input perturbations, and the generalization and hardness of existing SOD datasets. Finally, we discuss several open issues and challenges of SOD, and point out possible research directions in future. All the saliency prediction maps, our constructed dataset with annotations, and codes for evaluation are made publicly available at https://github.com/wenguanwang/SODsurvey.
INTRODUCTION
S ALIENT object detection (SOD) aims at highlighting salient object regions in images. Different from fixation prediction (FP), which is originated from cognitive and psychology research communities, SOD is driven by and applied to a widely spectrum of object-level applications in various areas. In computer vision, sampled applications of SOD include image understanding [1] , [2] , image captioning [3] - [5] , object detection [6] , [7] , un-supervised video object segmentation [8] , [9] , semantic segmentation [10] - [12] , person re-identification [13] , [14] , etc. In computer graphics, SOD has been used tasks such as non-photorealist rendering [15] , [16] , automatic image cropping [17] , image retargeting [18] , [19] , video summarization [20] , [21] , etc. Example applications in robotics, such as human-robot interaction [22] , [23] , and object discovery [24] , [25] also benefit from SOD for scene understanding.
Significant improvement for SOD has been witnessed in recent years with the renaissance of deep learning techniques, thanks to the powerful representation learning methods. Since the first introduction in 2015 [26] - [28] • Corresponding author: Jianbing Shen learning-based SOD (or deep SOD) algorithms have soon shown superior performance over traditional solutions, and kept residing the top of various benchmarking leaderboards. On the other hand, hundreds of research papers have been produced on deep SOD, making it non-trivial for effectively understanding the state-of-the-arts.
In this paper we provide a comprehensive and in-depth survey on SOD in the deep learning era. Our survey is aimed to cover thoroughly various aspects of deep SOD and related issues, ranging from algorithm taxonomy to unsolved open issues. Aside from taxonomically reviewing existing deep SOD methods and datasets, we investigate important but largely under-explored issues such as the effect of attributes in SOD, and the robustness and transferability of deep SOD models w.r.t. adversarial attacks. For these novel studies, we construct a new dataset and annotations, and derive baselines on top of previous studies. All the saliency prediction maps, our constructed dataset with annotations, and codes for evaluation are made publicly available at https://github.com/wenguanwang/SODsurvey.
History and Scope
Compared with other computer vision tasks, the history of SOD is relatively short and can be traced back to the pioneer works in [29] and [30] . Most of non-deep learning SOD models [35] , [48] - [50] are based on low-level features and rely on certain heuristics (e.g., color contrast [31] , background prior [51] ). For obtaining uniformly highlighted salient objects and clear object boundaries, an over-segmentation process that generates regions [34] , super-pixels [52] , [53] , or object proposals [54] is often integrated into above models. Please see [41] for a comprehensive overview. 
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[34] [35] [28] [36] [37] [38] [39] Fig. 1 . A brief chronology of salient object detection (SOD). The very first SOD models date back to the work of Liu et al. [29] and Achanta et al. [30] . The first incorporation of deep learning techniques in SOD models is from 2015. See §1.1 for more detailed descriptions. With the compelling success of deep learning technologies in computer vision, more and more deep learningbased SOD methods have been springing up since 2015.
Earlier deep SOD models typically utilize multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifiers to predict the saliency score of deep features extracted from each image processing unit [26] - [28] . Later, a more effective and efficient form, i.e., fully convolutional network (FCN)-based network, becomes the mainstream of SOD architecture. Different deep models have different levels of supervision, and may use different learning paradigm during training. Specially, some SOD methods further distinguish individual instances among all the detected salient objects [36] , [55] . A brief chronology is shown in Fig. 1 .
Scope of the survey. Despite having a short history, research in deep SOD has produced hundreds of papers, making it impractical (and fortunately unnecessary) to review all of them. Instead, we carefully and thoroughly select influential or important papers published in, but not limited to, prestigious journals and conferences. This survey mainly focuses on the major progress in the last five years; but for completeness and better readability, some early related works are also included. It is worth noting that we restrict this survey to single image object-level SOD methods, and leave instance-level SOD, RGB-D saliency detection, cosaliency detection, video SOD, FP, social gaze prediction, etc., as separate topics.
This paper clusters the existing approaches based on various aspects including network architectures, level of supervision, influence of learning paradigm, etc. Such comprehensive and multi-angular classifications are expected to facilitate the understanding of past efforts in deep SOD. More in-depth analysis and investigation of our survey are summarized in §1.3. Table 1 lists existing surveys that are closely related to our paper. Among these works, Borji et al. [41] comprehensively review SOD methods preceding 2015, thus does not refer to recent deep learning-based solutions. More recently, the review is extended in [43] that covers both traditional nondeep methods and recent deep ones, and discusses the relation w.r.t. several other closely-related research areas such as special-purpose object detection, fixation prediction and segmentation. Zhang et al. [44] review methods for cosegmentation, a branch of visual saliency that detects and segments common and salient foregrounds from more than one relevant images. Cong et al. [45] review several extended SOD tasks including RGB-D SOD, co-saliency detection and video SOD. Han et al. [46] look into the sub-directions of object detection, and conclude the recent progress in objectness detection, SOD, and category-specific object detection (COD). Borji et al. [40] and [47] summarize (both heuristic and deep) models for FP, another important branch of visual saliency, and analyze several special issues. Nguyen et al. [42] mainly focuses on categorizing the applications of visual saliency (including both SOD and FP) in different areas.
Related Previous Reviews and Surveys
Different from previous SOD surveys, in this paper we systematically and comprehensively review deep learningbased SOD methods. Our survey is featured by in-depth analysis and discussion in various aspects, many of which, to the best of our knowledge, are the first time in this field. In particular, we summarize existing deep SOD methods based on several proposed taxonomies, gain deeper understanding of SOD models through attribute-based evaluation, discuss on the influence of input perturbation, analyze the robustness of deep SOD models w.r.t. adversarial attacks, study the generalization and hardness of existing SOD datasets, and offer insights for essential open issues, challenges, and future directions. We expect our survey to provide novel insight and inspiration for facilitating the understanding of deep SOD, and to inspire research on the raised open issues such as the adversarial attacks to SOD.
Our Contributions
Our contributions in this paper are summarized as follows: 1) Systematic review of deep SOD models from various perspectives. We categorize and summarize existing deep SOD models according to network architecture, level of supervision, learning paradigm, etc. The proposed taxonomies aim to help researchers with deeper understanding of the key features of SOD in the deep learning era. 2) A novel attribute-based performance evaluation of deep SOD models. We compile a hybrid benchmark and provide annotated attributes considering object categories, scene categories and challenge factors. Based on the dataset, we evaluate the performance of six popular SOD models, and discuss how these attributes affect different algorithms and the improvements brought by deep learning techniques. 3) Discussion regarding the influence of input perturbations. We investigate the effects of various types of image perturbation on six representative SOD algorithms. The study is expected to provide informative suggestions regarding real-world applications where noises frequently appear. 4) The first known adversarial attack analysis on SOD models. DNNs have been shown to be surprisingly vulnerable to visually imperceptible adversarial attacks for typical tasks such as recognition, though how such attacks affect SOD models remains unexplored. We provide the first study on this issue with carefully designed baseline attacks and evaluations, which could serve as baselines for future study of the robustness and transferability of deep SOD models. 5) Cross-dataset generalization study. SOD datasets are often collected with certain bias [41] , hence, we conduct a cross-dataset generalization study of existing SOD datasets with a representative baseline model. 6) Overview of open issues and future directions. We thoroughly look over several essential issues for model design, dataset collection, and the relation of SOD with other topics, which shed light on potential directions for future research.
These contributions altogether bring an exhaustive, upto-date, and in-depth survey, and differentiate it from previous review papers significantly.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §2 explains the proposed taxonomies and conducts a comprehensive literature review accordingly. §3 examines the most notable SOD datasets, whereas §4 describes several widely used SOD metrics. §5 benchmarks several deep SOD models and provides in-depth analyses. §6 provides a discussion and presents open issues and research challenges of the field. Finally, §7 concludes the paper.
DEEP LEARNING BASED SALIENT OBJECT DE-TECTION (SOD) MODELS
Before reviewing in details recent deep SOD models, we first give a common formulation of the image-based SOD problem. Given an input image I ∈ R W×H×3 of size W × H, an SOD algorithm f maps the I to a binary salient object mask S = f (I) ∈ {0, 1} W×H . For learning-based SOD, the model f is learned through a set of training samples. Given a set of N static images I = {I n ∈ R W×H×3 } N n=1 and the corresponding binary ground-truth annotations G = {G n ∈ {0, 1} W×H } N n=1 , the goal of learning is to find f ∈ F that minimizes the prediction error, i.e., N n=1 m(S n , G n ), where m ∈ M is some distance measure (e.g., defined in §4), S n = f (I n ), and F is the set of potential mapping functions. Deep SOD algorithms typically model f through modern deep learning techniques, as will be reviewed in this section. The groundtruths G can be collected by different methodologies, i.e., direct human-annotation or eye-fixation-guided labeling, and may have different formats, i.e., pixel-wise or boundingbox level, which will be discussed in §3.
In the rest of this section, we review deep SOD algorithms in four taxonomies. We first characterize typical network architectures for SOD ( §2.1). Next, we categorize the SOD methods based on the level of supervision ( §2.2). Then, in §2.3, we look into the SOD methods from the perspective of learning paradigm. Finally, based on whether or not to distinguish among different objects, we classify the deep SOD methods into object-level and instance-level ones ( §2.4). We group important models by type and describe them in rough chronological order. A comprehensive summary of the reviewed models is provided in Table 2 .
Representative Network Architectures for SOD
Based on the primary network architectures adopted, we classify deep SOD models into three categories, namely Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP)-based methods ( §2.1.1), Fully Convolutional Network (FCN)-based methods ( §2.1.2) and Hybrid Network-based methods ( §2.1.3).
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)-based Methods
MLP-based methods typically extract deep features for each processing unit of an image to train an MLP-classifier for saliency score prediction, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) . Commonly adopted processing units include super-pixels/patches [28] , [56] , [60] , and generic object proposals [26] , [27] , [36] , [68] .
1)
Super-pixel/patch-based methods use regular (patch) or nearly-regular (super-pixel) image decomposition.
• MCDL [28] uses two pathways for extracting local and global context from two super-pixel-centered windows of different sizes, which are fed into an MLP for foreground/background classification.
• ELD [60] concatenates deep convolution features and an encoded low level distance map (ELD-map) to construct a feature vector for each super-pixel. The ELD-map is generated from the initial hand-crafted feature distance maps of the queried super-pixel using CNN.
• SuperCNN [56] constructs two hand-crafted input feature sequences for each super-pixel, which are further processed by two CNN columns separately to produce binary scores using 1D convolution instead of fully connected layers.
2) Object proposal-based methods leverage object proposals [26] , [27] or bounding-boxes [36] , [68] as basic processing units that naturally encode object information.
• LEGS [27] constructs segment-level feature vectors out of pixel-level deep features, it then uses an MLP to predict saliency scores from the segment-level features. The final saliency map is the weighted sum over all segment masks.
• MDF [26] constructs feature vectors for each image segment by feeding three nested rectangle regions into a pretrained image classification DNN. An MLP is trained to regress the segment-level saliency. The final saliency map is the linear combination of three resulted saliency maps.
• MAP [36] uses a CNN model to generate a set of scored bounding boxes, then selects an optimized compact subset of bounding boxes for multiple salient objects.
• SSD [68] first generates region proposals and then uses a CNN to classify each proposal into a pre-defined shape class with standard binary map. The final saliency map is averaged over the binary maps of all the proposals.
Fully Convolutional Network (FCN)-based Methods
Though having outperformed previous non-deep learning SOD models and heuristic ones with deeply learned features, the MLP-based SOD models can not capture well critical spatial information and are time-consuming as they need to process all visual sub-units one by one. Inspired by the great success of Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [94] in semantic segmentation, latest deep SOD solutions adapt popular classification models, e.g., VGGNet [95] and ResNet [96] , into fully convolutional ones to directly output spatial maps instead of classification scores. This way, these deep SOD solutions benefit from end-to-end spatial saliency representation learning and efficiently predict saliency maps in a single feed-forward process. Typical architectures can be divided into five categories: Single-stream network, Multi-stream network, Side-fusion network, Bottomup/top-down network, and Branched network.
1)
Single-stream network is a standard architecture consisting of a sequential cascade of convolution layers, pooling layers and non-linear activation operations (see Fig. 2 (b) ).
• RFCN [70] recurrently refines the saliency prediction based on the input image and the saliency priors from heuristic calculation or prediction of previous time step. It can be viewed as a cascaded structure after being unrolled.
• RACDNN [62] produces a coarse saliency map using an encoder-decoder stream, and progressively refines different local object regions. It utilizes a spatial transformer [97] to attend to an image region at each iteration for refinement.
• DLS [75] utilizes a stack of convolution and dilated convolution layers to produce an initial saliency map, and then refines it at super-pixel level. A level set loss function is used to aid the learning of the binary segmentation map.
• UCF [82] uses an encoder-decoder architecture to produce finer-resolution predictions. It learns uncertainty through a reformulated dropout in the decoder, and avoids artifacts by using a hybrid up-sampling scheme in the decoder.
• DUS [87] is based on the Deeplab [98] algorithm, which is an FCN with dilated convolution layers on the top. It learns the latent saliency and noise pattern by pixel-wise supervision from several heuristic saliency methods.
• LICNN [85] generates 'post-hoc' saliency maps by combining top-5 category-specific attention maps of a pre- trained image classification network. The lateral inhibition enhances the discriminative ability of the attention maps, releasing it from the need of SOD annotations.
2) Multi-stream network, as depicted in Fig. 2 (c) , typically has multiple network streams, each of which is trained with an input at a particular resolution to explicitly learn multiscale saliency features. The outputs from different streams are then combined together for the final prediction.
• MSRNet [55] consists of three streams of bottom-up/topdown network structure to process three scaled versions of the input image. The three outputs are finally fused through a learnable attention module.
• SRM [81] progressively refines saliency features by passing them stage-wisely from a coarser stream to a finer one. The top-most feature of each stream is supervised with the ground-truth saliency mask. The pyramid pooling module further facilitates multi-stage saliency fusion and refinement.
• FSN [79] , inspired by the observation that salient objects typically gain most of human eye-fixations [59] , fuses the outputs of a fixation stream [99] and a semantic stream [95] into an inception-segmentation module to predict saliency.
3) Side-fusion network fuses multi-layer responses of a backbone network together for SOD prediction, making use of the inherent multi-scale representations of the CNN hierarchy ( Fig. 2 (d) ). Side-outputs are typically supervised by the ground-truth, leading to a deep supervision strategy [100] .
• DSS [38] adds several short connections from deeper side-outputs to shallower ones. In this way, higher-level features can help lower side-outputs to better locate the salient regions, while lower-level features can help enrich the higher-level side-outputs with finer details.
• NLDF [76] generates a local saliency map by fusing multilevel features and contrast features in a top-down manner, then integrates the local map with a global one yielded by the top layer to produce the final prediction. The contrast features are obtained by subtracting the feature from its average pooling.
• Amulet [78] aggregates multi-level features into multiple resolutions. The multiple aggregated features are further refined in a top-down manner. A boundary refinement is introduced at each aggregated feature before final fusion.
• DSOS [77] uses two subnets for detecting salient objects and subitizing the result, respectively. The detection subnet is a U-net structure [101] with side-fusions, whose bottleneck parameters are dynamically determined by the other subnet.
• RADF [83] utilizes the integrated side-features to refine themselves, and such process is repeated to gradually yield finer saliency predictions.
• RSDNet-R [90] combines an initial coarse representation with finer features at earlier layers under a gating mechanism to stage-wisely refine the side-outputs. Maps from all the stages are fused to obtain the overall saliency map.
4)
Bottom-up/top-down network refines the rough saliency estimation in the feed-forward pass by progressively incorporating spatial-detail-rich features from lower layers, and produces the final map at the top-most layer (see Fig. 2 (e)).
• DHSNet [37] refines the coarse saliency map by gradually combining shallower features using recurrent layers, where all the intermediate maps are supervised by the ground truth saliency maps [100] .
• SBF [80] borrows the network architecture of DHSNet [37] , but is trained under the weak ground truth provided by several un-supervised heuristic SOD methods.
• BDMP [86] refines multi-level features using convolution layers with various reception fields, and enables inter-level exchange through a gated bi-directional pathway. The refined features are fused in a top-down manner.
• RLN [88] uses an inception-like module to purify the low-level features. A recurrent mechanism in the top-down pathway further refines the combined features. The saliency output is enhanced by a boundary refinement network.
• PAGR [89] enhances the learning ability of the feature extraction pathway by incorporating multi-path recurrent connections to transfer higher-level semantics to lower layers. The top-down pathway is embedded with several channelspatial attention modules for refining the features.
• ASNet [91] learns a coarse fixation map in the feedforward pass, then utilizes a stack of convLSTMs [102] to iteratively infer pixel-wise salient object segmentation by incorporating multi-level features from successively shallower layers.
• PiCANet [39] hierarchically embeds global and local pixel-wise contextual attention modules into the top-down pathway of a U-Net [101] structure.
• RAS [93] embeds reverse attention (RA) blocks in the topdown pathway to guide residual saliency learning. The RA blocks emphasize the non-object areas using the complement of deeper-level output.
5)
Branched network is a single-input-multiple-output structure, where the bottom layers are shared to process a common input and the top layers are specialized for different outputs. Its core scheme is shown in Fig. 2 (f).
• SU [65] performs eye-fixation prediction (FP) and SOD in a branched network. The shared layers capture the semantics and global saliency contexts. The FP branch learns to infer fixations from the top feature, while the SOD branch aggregates side-features to better preserve spatial cues.
• DS [72] consists of an SOD branch and a semantic segmentation branch sharing the bottom layers for extracting the semantically rich features. Each branch consists of a sequence of convolution and deconvolution layers to produce pixel-wise prediction.
• WSS [73] consists of an image classification branch and an SOD branch. The SOD branch benefits from the features trained under image-level supervision, and produces initial saliency maps in a top-down scheme which are further refined by an iterative conditional random field (CRF) and used for fine-tuning the SOD branch.
• ASMO [84] performs the same tasks with WSS [73] and is also trained under weak supervision. The main difference is that the shared network in ASMO uses a multi-stream structure to handle different scales of an input image.
• C2S-Net [92] is constructed by adding an SOD branch to a pre-trained contour detection model, i.e., CEND [103] . The two branches are trained under an alternating scheme with the supervision signals provided by each other.
Hybrid Network-based Methods
Some deep SOD methods combine both MLP-and FCNbased subnets, aiming to produce edge-preserving detection with multi-scale context (see Fig. 2 (g)).
• DCL [61] generates the saliency map by combining a pixelwise prediction of a side-fusion FCN stream and a segmentlevel map produced by making binary classification for multi-scale super-pixels based on deep features. The two branches share the same feature extraction network, and are alternatively optimized during training.
• CRPSD [69] also combines pixel-level and super-pixellevel saliency. The former is generated by fusing the last and penultimate side-output features of an FCN, while the latter is obtained by applying MCDL [28] to adaptively generated regions. Only the FCN and the fusion layers are trainable.
Level of Supervision
Based on whether human-annotated saliency masks are used for training, deep SOD methods can be classified into fully-supervised methods and un-/weakly-supervised methods.
Fully-Supervised Methods
Most deep SOD models are trained with large-scale pixelwise human annotations. The success of these fullysupervised methods benefits a lot from a huge number of manually annotated data. However, for an SOD task, obtaining large-scale pixel-wise saliency annotations is timeconsuming and requires heavy and intensive human labeling. Moreover, models trained on fine-labeled datasets tend to overfit and usually generalize poorly to real-life images. Thus, how to train SOD with less human annotations becomes an increasingly popular research direction.
Un-/Weakly-Supervised Methods
Un-/Weakly supervised learning refers to learning without task-specific ground-truth supervision. To get rid of the laborious manual labeling, some SOD methods make efforts to predict saliency using image-level categorical labels [73] , [85] , or pseudo pixel-wise saliency annotations generated by heuristic un-supervised SOD methods [80] , [84] , [87] or from other applications [92] . Experiments show comparable performance of these methods with the state-of-the-art.
1) Category-level supervision.
It has been shown that the hierarchical deep features trained with image-level labels have the ability to locate the regions containing objects [104] , [105] , which is promising to provide useful cues for detecting salient objects in the scene. Thus, current large-scale image classification datasets can also be used for training deep SOD models to localize salient objects.
• WSS [73] first pre-trains a two-branch network to predict image labels at one branch using ImageNet [74] , while estimating saliency maps at the other. The estimated maps are refined by CRF and used to fine-tune the SOD branch.
• LICNN [85] turns to an ImageNet-pretrained image classification network to generate 'post-hoc' saliency maps. It does not need explicit training with any other SOD annotations thanks to the lateral inhibition mechanism.
2) Pseudo pixel-level supervision.
Though being informative, image-level labels are too sparse to yield precise pixelwise saliency segmentation. Some researchers propose to utilize traditional un-supervised SOD methods [80] , [84] , [87] or contour information [92] to automatically generate noisy saliency maps, which are progressively refined and used to provide finer pixel-level supervision for training a more effective deep SOD model.
• SBF [80] generates saliency predictions through a fusion process that integrates the weak saliency maps yielded by several classical un-supervised salient object detectors [34] , [106] , [107] at intra-and inter-image levels.
• ASMO [84] trains a multi-task FCN with image categorical labels and noisy maps of heuristic un-supervised SOD methods. The coarse saliency and the average map of the top-3 class activation maps [105] are fed into a CRF model to obtain finer maps for fine-tuning the SOD sub-net.
• DUS [87] jointly learns latent saliency and noise patterns from noisy saliency maps generated by several traditional un-supervised SOD methods [34] , [35] , [108] , [109] , and produces finer saliency maps for next training iteration.
• C2S-Net [92] generates pixel-wise saliency masks from contours [110] using CEDN [103] and trains the SOD branch. The contour and SOD branches alternatively update each other and progressively output finer SOD predictions.
Learning Paradigm
From the perspective of different learning paradigms, SOD networks can be divided into methods of single-task learning (STL) and multi-task learning (MTL).
Single-Task Learning (STL) based Methods
In machine learning, the standard methodology is to learn one task at a time, i.e., single-task learning [111] . Most deep SOD methods belong to this realm of learning paradigm. They utilize supervision from a single knowledge domain to train the SOD models, using either the SOD domain, or other related domains such as image classification [85] .
Multi-Task Learning (MTL) based Methods
Inspired by human learning process where the knowledge learned from related tasks can be used to help learning a new task, Multi-Task Learning (MTL) [111] aims to learn multiple related tasks simultaneously. By incorporating domain-specific information from extra training signals of related tasks, the generalization ability of the model gets improved. The sharing of samples among tasks also alleviates the lack of data for training heavy-parameterized models such as those in deep learning, especially under un-/weakly-supervised learning paradigm where the taskrelated annotations are limited. Some MTL-based SOD methods train different tasks on the same architecture in tandem [55] , [90] ; some learn multi-domain knowledge simultaneously by incorporating different objective terms into the loss function [87] , [91] , [112] - [114] ; while some utilize a branched network structure in which the bottom layers are shared while the top layers are task-specific [65] , [72] , [73] .
Current MTL-based SOD models are typically trained with tasks such as salient object subitizing [36] , [77] , [90] , fixation prediction [65] , [91] , image classification [73] , noise pattern learning [87] , semantic segmentation [70] , [72] , and contour detection [55] . The learning of collaborative feature representations improves the generalization abilities as well as the performances for both tasks. [67] . The ability of human to rapidly enumerate a small number of items is referred to as subitizing [115] . Some SOD methods learn salient object subitizing and detection simultaneously.
1) Salient object subitizing
• MAP [36] first outputs a set of scored bounding boxes that match the number and locations of the salient objects, then performs a subset optimization formulation based on maximum a posteriori to jointly optimize the number and locations of the salient object proposals.
• DSOS [77] uses an auxiliary network to learn salient object subitizing, which affects the SOD subnet by alternating the parameters of its adaptive weight layer.
• RSDNet [90] , different from above methods that explicitly model salient object subitizing as a classification problem, applies a stack of saliency-level-aware ground-truth masks to train the network that implicitly learns to figure out the number of salient objects as well as their relative saliency.
2) Fixation prediction aims to predict the locations of human eye-fixations that reflect the attention distribution. Due to its close relation with SOD, learning shared knowledge from the two closely related tasks is promising to improve the performances of both.
• SU [65] performs eye-fixation prediction and SOD in a branched network. The shared layers learn to capture the semantics and global saliency contexts. The branched layers are distinctively trained to handle task-specific problems.
• ASNet [91] learns SOD by jointly training a bottom-up pathway to derive fixation maps. A top-down pathway progressively refines the object-level saliency estimation by incorporating multi-level features under the guidance of the biologically-related, visual-fixation knowledge.
3) Image classification. The image category labels can help localize the discriminative regions [104] , [105] , [116] , which often contain salient object candidates. Some methods thus leverage image-category classification to assist SOD task.
• WSS [73] learns a foreground inference network (FIN) for predicting image categories as well as estimating foreground maps for all categories. FIN is further fine-tuned to predict saliency map through several deconvolution layers under the supervision of CRF-refined foreground maps.
• ASMO [84] learns to predict the saliency map and the image categories simultaneously under the supervision of category labels and pseudo ground-truth saliency maps from traditional un-supervised SOD methods.
4)
Noise pattern modeling learns the noise pattern out of the noisy saliency maps generated by existing heuristic un-supervised SOD methods, aiming at extracting 'pure' saliency maps for supervising SOD training.
• DUS [87] proposes to model the noise pattern of the noisy supervision from traditional un-supervised SOD methods instead of denoising. The SOD and noise pattern modeling tasks are jointly optimized under a unified loss.
5)
Semantic segmentation is to assign each image pixel a label from a set of predefined categories. SOD can be viewed as a class-agnostic semantic segmentation where each pixel is classified as either belongs to a salient object or not. Highlevel semantics play an important role in distinguishing salient objects from backgrounds in situations where the two have similar visual appearance.
• RFCN [70] is first pre-trained on the PASCAL VOC 2010 segmentation dataset [71] to learn semantic information, and then fine-tuned on an SOD dataset to predict foreground and background maps. The saliency map is a softmax combination of the foreground and background scores.
• DS [72] carries out SOD and semantic segmentation in a branched network, where the shared layers learn collaborative feature representations. During training, one branch gets updated with the other fixed at each training iteration. 6) Contour detection responds to edges belonging to objects without considering background boundaries. Though seem inherently different, contours can provide useful priors for identifying salient regions in the image.
• C2S-Net [92] encodes the common features of contour detection and SOD at shared bottom layers, and performs the two tasks at distinct branches. Through alternative training, the contour branch is gradually fine-tuned to detect saliency-aware contours, meanwhile the saliency branch learns to predict the salient object masks from scratch.
Object-/Instance-Level SOD
The goal of SOD is to locate and segment the most noticeable object regions in images. If the output mask only denotes the saliency of each pixel without distinguishing different objects, the method belongs to object-level SOD methods; otherwise, it is an instance-level SOD method.
Object-Level Methods
Most SOD methods are object-level methods, i.e., designed to detect pixels that belong to the salient objects without being aware of the individual instances. 
Instance-Level Methods
Instance-level SOD methods produce saliency masks with distinct object labels, which perform more detailed parsing of the detected salient regions. The instance-level information is crucial for many practical applications where finer distinctions are needed.
• MAP [36] emphasizes instance-level SOD in unconstrained images. It first generates numerous object candidates, and then selects the top-ranking ones as the outputs.
• MSRNet [55] decomposes salient instance detection into three sub-tasks, i.e., pixel-level saliency prediction, salient object contour detection and salient instance identification.
SOD DATASETS
With the rapid development of SOD, numerous datasets have been introduced, which play an important role in both SOD model training and performance benchmarking. Table 3 summarizes 17 representative datasets. Early SOD datasets collect images with typically one salient object each, and provide bounding box annotations that were thought to be insufficient for reliable evaluations [30] , [121] . Later, large-scale datasets with pixel-wise masks were brought out, with images containing very limited number of objects and simple backgrounds. Recently, datasets with multiple salient objects per image in complex or cluttered scenes are collected. In particular, some datasets provide extra annotations like numerical or instance-level information, facilitating other related tasks or applications. Fig. 3 shows the annotation distribution of 16 available datasets.
Early SOD Datasets
Early SOD datasets typically contain simple scenes where 1∼2 salient objects stand out from simple backgrounds.
• MSRA-A [29] contains 20,840 images collected from various image forums and image search engines. Each image has a clear, unambiguous object and the corresponding annotation is the "majority agreement" of the bounding boxes provided by three users.
• MSRA-B [29] , as a subset of MSRA-A, has 5,000 images that are relabeled by nine users using bounding boxes. Compared with MSRA-A, MSRA-B has less ambiguity w.r.t. the salient object. The performances on MSRA-A and MSRA-B become saturated since most of the images only include a single and clear salient object around the center position.
• SED [117] 1 comprises of a single-object subset SED1 and a two-object subset SED2, each of which contains 100 images and has pixel-wise annotations. The objects in the images differ from their surroundings by various low-level cues such as intensity, texture, etc. Each image was segmented by three subjects. A pixel is considered as foreground if at least two subjects agreed.
• ASD [30] 2 contains 1,000 images with pixel-wise ground-truths. The images are selected from the MSRA-A dataset [29] , where only the bounding boxes around salient regions are provided. The accurate salient masks in ASD are created based on object contours.
Modern Popular SOD Datasets
Recently emerged datasets tend to include more challenging and general scenes with relatively complex backgrounds and contain multiple salient objects. In this section, we review seven most popular and widely-used ones. Their popularity can be roughly attributed to the high difficulty and improved annotation quality.
• SOD [118] 3 contains 300 images from the Berkeley segmentation dataset [122] . Each image is labeled by seven subjects. Many images have more than one salient objects that have low color contrast to the background or touch image boundaries. Pixel-wise annotations are available.
• MSRA10K [58] 4 , also known as THUS10K, contains 10,000 images selected from MSRA [29] and covers all the 1,000 images in ASD [30] . The images have consistent bounding box labeling, and are further augmented with pixel-level annotations. Due to its large scale and precise annotations, it is widely used to train deep SOD models (see Table 2 ).
• ECSSD [34] 5 is composed by 1,000 images with semantically meaningful but structurally complex natural contents. The ground-truth masks are annotated by 5 participants.
• DUT-OMRON [52] 6 contains 5,168 images of relatively complex backgrounds and high content variety. Each image is accompanied with pixel-level ground-truth annotation.
• PASCAL-S [59] 7 consists of 850 challenging images selected from the val set of PASCAL VOC 2010 [71] . In addition to eye-fixation records, roughly pixel-wise and non-binary salient-object annotations are provided.
• HKU-IS [26] 8 contains 4,447 complex scenes that typically contain multiple disconnected objects with relatively diverse spatial distribution, i.e., at least one salient object touches the image boundary. Besides, the similar fore-/back-ground appearance makes this dataset more difficult.
• DUTS [73] 9 , the largest SOD dataset, contains 10,553 training and 5,019 test images. The training images are selected from the ImageNet DET train/val set [123] , and the test images from the ImageNet test set [123] and the SUN dataset [124] . Since 2017, many deep SOD models are trained on the training set of DUTS (see Table 2 ).
Other Special SOD Datasets
Beyond the "standard" SOD datasets mentioned above, there are some special ones proposed recently, which are useful to capture different aspects in SOD and lead to related research directions. For example, some of them built datasets with instance-level annotations; some include images with no salient objects; etc.
• SOS [67] 10 is created for SOD subitizing [115] , i.e., to predict the number of salient objects without an expensive detection process. It contains 6,900 images selected from [123] - [126] . Each image is labeled as containing 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4+ salient objects. SOS is randomly split into a training (5,520 images) and a test set (1,380 images).
• MSO [67] 11 is a subset of the test set of SOS and contains 1,224 images. It has a more balanced distribution regarding the number of salient objects, and each object is annotated with a bounding box.
• ILSO [55] 12 has 1,000 images with pixel-wise instancelevel saliency annotations and coarse contour labeling, where the benchmark results are generated using MSRNet [55] . Most of the images in ILSO are selected from [26] , [34] , [52] , [67] to reduce ambiguity over the salient object regions.
• XPIE [119] 13 contains 10,000 images with unambiguous salient objects, which are annotated with pixel-wise groundtruths. It covers scenes varied from simple and complex, 5 . http://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/leojia/projects/hsaliency 6. http://saliencydetection.net/dut-omron/ 7. http://cbi.gatech.edu/salobj/ 8. https://i.cs.hku.hk/ ∼ gbli/deep saliency.html 9. http://saliencydetection.net/duts/ 10. http://cs-people.bu.edu/jmzhang/sos.html 11. http://cs-people.bu.edu/jmzhang/sos.html 12. http://www.sysu-hcp.net/instance-level-salient-object-segmentation/ 13. http://cvteam.net/projects/CVPR17-ELE/ELE.html and contains salient objects of different numbers, sizes and positions. It has three subsets: Set-P contains 625 images of places-of-interest with geographic information; Set-I contains 8,799 images with object tags; and Set-E includes 576 images with eye-fixation annotations.
• SOC [120] 14 has 6,000 images with 80 common categories. Half of the images contain salient objects and the others contain none. Each salient-object-contained image is annotated with instance-level SOD ground-truth, object category (e.g., dog, book), and challenging factors (e.g., big/small object). The non-salient object subset has 783 texture images and 2,217 real-scene images (e.g., aurora, sky).
EVALUATION METRICS
There are several ways to measure the agreement between model predictions and human annotations. In this section we review four universally-agreed and popularly adopted measures for SOD model evaluation.
• Precision-Recall (PR) is calculated based on the binarized saliency mask and the ground-truth:
where TP, TN, FP, FN denote true-positive, true-negative, false-positive, and false-negative, respectively. To get the binary mask, a set of thresholds ranging from 0 to 255 is applied, each of which produces a pair of Precision/Recall value to form a PR curve for describing model performance.
• F-measure [30] comprehensively considers both Precision and Recall by computing the weighted harmonic mean:
β 2 is empirically set to 0.3 [30] to emphasize more on precision. Instead of reporting the whole F-measure plot, some methods directly use the maximal F β values from the plot, and some others use an adaptive threshold [30] , i.e., twice the mean value of the predicted saliency map, to generate the binary saliency map and report the corresponding mean F-measure value.
• Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [32] . Despite their popularity, the above two metrics fail to take into consideration the true negative pixels. MAE is used to remedy this problem by measuring the average pixel-wise absolute error between normalized map S ∈ [0, 1]
W×H and ground-truth mask G ∈ {0, 1} W×H :
• Weighted F β measure (Fbw) [127] intuitively generalizes F-measure by alternating the way to calculate the Precision and Recall. It extends the four basic quantities TP, TN, FP and FN to real values, and assigns different weights (ω) to different errors at different locations considering the neighborhood information, defined as:
14. http://mmcheng.net/SOCBenchmark/ • Structural measure (S-measure) [128] , different from the above metrics which only address pixel-wise errors, evaluates structural similarity between the real-valued saliency map and the binary ground-truth. S-measure (S) considers two terms, S o and S r , referring to object-aware and regionaware structure similarities, respectively:
where α is empirically set to 0.5.
• Enhanced-alignment measure (E-measure) [129] considers global means of the image and local pixel matching simultaneously:
where φ S is the enhanced alignment matrix, which reflects the correlation between S and G after subtracting their global means, respectively.
• Salient Object Ranking (SOR) [90] is designed for salient object subitizing, which is calculated as the normalized Spearman's Rank-Order Correlation between the groundtruth rank order rg G and the predicted rank order rg S of multiple salient objects in the same image:
where cov(·) calculates the covariance, and σ {·} denotes the standard deviation. 
Attr
Description MO Multiple Objects. There exist more than two salient objects. HO Heterogeneus Object. Salient object regions have distinct colors or illuminations. OV Out-of-view. Salient object is partially clipped by the image boundaries. OCC Occlusion. Salient object is occluded by other objects. CSC Complex Scene. Background region contains confusing objects or rich details. BC Background Clutter. Foreground and background regions around the salient object boundaries have similar colors (χ 2 between RGB histograms less than 0.9). CSH Complex Shape. Salient object contains thin parts or holes. SO Small Object. Ratio between salient object area and image area is less than 0.1. LO Large Object. Ratio between salient object area and image area is larger than 0.5. Table 4 shows performances of 29 state-of-the-art deep SOD models and 3 top-performing classic SOD methods on 6 popular datasets widely used and tested in SOD research. Three evaluation metrics, i.e. maximal F β [30] , Smeasure [128] and MAE [32] are used for assessing pixelwise saliency prediction accuracy and the structure similarity of salient regions. All the 32 benchmarked models are representative, and have publicly available implementations or saliency prediction results on the 6 selected datasets.
BENCHMARKING AND ANALYSIS

Overall Performance Benchmarking Results
• Deep v.s. Non-deep learning. Comparing the 3 topperforming heuristic SOD methods with deep ones in Table 4 , we observe that deep models consistently improve the prediction performances by a large margin. This confirms the strong learning ability of deep neural networks based on large-scale training data. TABLE 6 Attribute-based study w.r.t. salient object categories, challenges and scene categories. (·) indicates the percentage of the images with a specific attribute. ND-avg indicates the average score of three top-performing heuristic models: HS [34] , DRFI [48] and wCtr [35] . D-avg indicates the average score of three top-performing deep learning models: DGRL [88] , PAGR [89] and PiCANet [39] . All the three models are trained on DUTS [73] . • Performance evolution of deep SOD. Since the first deep SOD model in 2015, the performance is gradually improved over time which demonstrates the progress of visual saliency computation models. Among the deep models, MAP [36] proposed in 2016 performs least impressive, since it only outputs the bounding boxes of the salient objects. This demonstrates the need for accurate annotations for more effective training and more reliable evaluations, as discussed in [30] , [121] .
Attribute-based Evaluation
Applying DNN on SOD has brought significant performance gain, while the challenges associated with foreground and background attributes remain to be conquered. A robust SOD network is expected to deal with various complex cases.
In this section, we analyze the performance of three top-performance heuristic and three leading deep approaches on a hybrid benchmark with rich attribute annotations, and conduct a detailed attribute-based analysis on the performance of selected SOD approaches.
Models, benchmark and attributes
We choose three top-performing heuristic models, i.e. HS [34] , DRFI [48] and wCtr [35] , and three most recent deep methods, i.e. DGRL [88] , PAGR [89] and PiCANet [39] to perform attribute-based analysis. All of the deep models are trained on the same dataset, i.e., DUTS [73] . We construct a hybrid benchmark consists of 1,800 distinctive images randomly selected from 6 datasets (300 each), namely SOD [118] , ECSSD [34] , DUT-OMRON [52] , PASCAL-S [59] , HKU-IS [26] and the test set of DUTS [73] . Please be noted that this benchmark will also be used in §5.3 and §5.4.
Inspired by [59] , [120] , [130] , we annotate each image with a rich set of attributes considering salient object categories, challenges and scene categories. The salient objects are categorized into Human, Animal, Artifact and NatObj (Natural Objects), where NatObj includes natural objects such as fruit, plant, mountains, icebergs, water (e.g. lakes, streaks), etc. The challenges describe factors that often bring difficulties to SOD, such as occlusion, background cluster, complex shape and object scale, as summarized in Table 5 . The scene of images includes Indoor, Urban and Natural, where the last two indicate different outdoor environments. Please note that the attributes are not mutually exclusive, i.e. an image can be simultaneously assigned with more than one attributes. Some sample images are shown in Fig. 4 .
Analysis
• 'Easy' and 'Hard' object categories. Deep and non-deep methods view object categories differently (Table 6 ). For deep learning based methods, NatObj is clearly the most challenging one among various salient object categories, which is probably due to small amount of available training sources. Animal appears to be the easiest even though the portion is not the largest, mainly due to its specific semantic meanings. By contrast, heuristic methods are generally good at segmenting dominant NatObj, and are short at Human, which may be caused by the lack of high-level semantic learning.
• Most and least challenging factors. Table 6 shows that deep methods predict HO with higher precision thanks to the powerful ability of DNN to extract high-level semantics. Heuristic methods perform well for MO, since hand-craft local features contribute to distinguishing the boundaries of different objects. Both deep and non-deep methods achieve lower performance for SO due to the inherent difficulty to precisely label small scale objects.
• Most and least difficult scenes. Deep and heuristic methods perform similarly when facing different scenes (Table 6 ). For both types of methods, Natural is the easiest, which is reasonable since it takes up more than half of the samples. Indoor is harder than Urban since the former usually contains TABLE 7 Attribute statistics of top and bottom 100 images based on F-measure. (·) indicates the percentage of the images with a specific attribute. ND-avg indicates the average results of three top-performing heuristic models: HS [34] , DRFI [48] and wCtr [35] . D-avg indicates the average results of three top-performing deep models: DGRL [88] , PAGR [89] and PiCANet [39] Perturbations include Gaussian blur, Gaussian noise, Rotation and Gray. ND-avg indicates the average score of three top-performing heuristic models: HS [34] , DRFI [48] and wCtr [35] . D-avg indicates the average score of three representative deep learning models: SRM [81] , DGRL [88] and PiCANet [39] . See §5.3 for details. (Best in red, worst with underline). [48] .670 -.040 -.103 -.035 -.120 -.009 -.009 -.086 * wCtr [35] .611 +.006 -.000 -.024 -.136 -.004 -.003 -.070 SRM [81] .817 -.090 -.229 -.025 -.297 -.028 -.029 -.042 DGRL [88] .831 -.088 -.365 -.050 -.402 -.031 -.022 -.026 PiCANet [39] . a plunge of objects within a limited space, and often suffers from highly unevenly distributed illuminations.
• Additional advantages of deep models. First, as show in Table 6 , deep models achieve great improvement on two general object categories, Animal and Artifact, showing its ability to learn from large amount examples. Second, deep models are less sensitive to incomplete object shape (HO and OV), since they learn high-level semantics. Third, deep models narrow the performance gap between different scene categories (Indoor v.s. Natural), showing robustness against various background settings.
• Top and Bottom predictions. From Table 7 , heuristic methods perform better for hybrid natural objects (NatObj) than for Human. On the contrary, deep methods seem to suffer from NatObj besides Animal. For challenge factors, both deep and heuristic methods meet problems at handling complex scenes (CSC) and small objects (SO). Lastly, heuristic methods perform worst on outdoor scenes (i.e., Urban and Natural), while deep ones are relatively bad at predicting saliency for Indoor scene.
Influences of Input Perturbations
Input perturbations such as noise and blurring often cause troubles in real world applications. In this section, we study the influences of several typical input perturbations through three representative heuristic methods and three deep methods, and show the detailed analysis on the hybrid benchmark (see §5.2).
The experimented input perturbations include Gaussian blur, Gaussian noise, Rotation, and Gray. More specifically, for studying the effects of blurring of different degrees, we blur the images using Gaussian kernels with sigma set to 2 or 4. For noise, we select two variance values, i.e. 0.01 and 0.08 covering both tiny and medium magnitudes. For rotation, we rotate the images for +15
• and −15
• , respectively, and cut out the largest box with the original aspect ratio. The gray images are generated using Matlab rgb2gray function.
As in §5.2, we choose three top-performing heuristic models, i.e. HS [34] , DRFI [48] and wCtr [35] , and three publicly available deep methods trained on DUTS [73] , i.e. SRM [81] , DGRL [88] and PiCANet [39] for studying the input perturbation influences.
The perturbation results are shown in Table 8 . Overall, the heuristic methods are less sensitive towards input perturbations compared with deep methods, largely due to the robustness of hand-craft super-pixel level features. Specifically, heuristic methods are barely affected by Rotation, but have larger performance drops for strong Gaussian blur, strong Gaussian noise and the Gray effect. Deep methods suffer the most for Gaussian blur and strong Gaussian noise, which greatly reduce the richness of local information in the reception fields of shallow layers. Deep methods are relatively robust against Rotation due to spatial pooling in feature hierarchy.
Adversarial Attacks Analysis
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) models have achieved dominant performance in various computer vision tasks, including SOD. However, modern DNNs are shown to be surprisingly susceptible to adversarial attacks, where visually imperceptible perturbations of input images would lead to completely different predictions [131] . Though being intensively studied in classification tasks, adversarial attacks in SOD are significantly under-explored.
In this section, we study the robustness of deep SOD methods by performing adversarial attack on three representative deep models. We also analyze the transferability of the adversarial examples targeted on different SOD models. We expect our observations to shed light on the adversarial attacks and defenses of SOD, and lead to better understanding of model vulnerabilities. 
Robustness of SOD against Adversarial Attacks
We choose three representative deep models, i.e. SRM [81] , DGRL [88] and PiCANet [39] , to study the robustness against adversarial attack. All the three models are trained on DUTS [73] . We experiment with the ResNet [96] backbone version of the three models. The experiment is conducted on the hybrid benchmark introduced in §5.2.
Since SOD can be viewed as a special case of semantic segmentation with two predefined categories, we resort to an adversarial attack algorithm designed for semantic segmentation, Dense Adversary Generation (DAG) [132] , for measuring the robustness of deep SOD models. The DAG perturbations are visually imperceptible, whose maximal absolute intensity in each channel is less than 20.
Exemplar adversarial cases are shown in Fig. 6 . Quantitative results are listed in Table 9 . As can be seen, small adversarial perturbations can cause drastic performance drops for all of the three models. More often than not, such adversarial examples result in worse predictions compared with random exerted noises (See Tables 8 and 9 ). [81] . 263 .780 .842 DGRL [88] .778 .248 .844 PiCANet [39] .772 .799 .253
Transferability across Networks
Transferability refers to the ability of adversarial examples generated against one model to mislead another model without any modification [133] , which is widely used for black-box attack against real-world system. Given this property, we analyze the existence of transferability in SOD tasks by attacking one model using the adversarial perturbations generated for another. The evaluation of transferability among 3 studied models (SRM [81] , DGRL [88] and PiCANet [39] ) is shown in Table 9 . It shows that the DAG attack rarely transfers among different SOD networks. Each of the three models achieves comparable performance under the attacks generated from the other two models. This may be because that the spatial distributions of the attacks are very distinctive among different SOD models.
Cross-dataset Generalization Evaluation
Datasets play an important role for both training and evaluating different deep models. In this section, we study the generalization and hardness of several main-stream SOD datasets by performing cross-dataset analysis [134] , i.e., to train a representative simple SOD model on one dataset, and test it on the other.
The simple SOD model is implemented as a popular bottom-up/top-down encoder-decoder architecture, where the encoder part consists of the convolution layers of VGG16 [95] , and the decoder part consists of three convolutional layers for gradually making more precise pixelwise saliency predictions. To increase the output resolution, the strides of the max-pooling layer in the 4-th block is decreased to 1, the dilation rates of the 5-th convolutional block is modified to 2, and the pool5 layer is excluded. The side output of each attentive feature is obtained through a Conv(1×1, 1) layer with Sigmoid activation, and supervised by the ground-truth saliency segmentation map. The final prediction comes from the 3-rd decoder layer. An illustration of the network architecture is shown in Fig. 7 .
For this study we pick six representative datasets: MSRA10K [58] , ECSSD [34] , DUT-OMRON [52] , HKU-IS [26] , DUTS [73] , and SOC [120] . For each dataset, we train the SOD model with 800 randomly selected training images and test it on 200 other validation images. Please be noted that 1, 000 is the maximum possible total number considering the size of the smallest selected dataset, ECSSD [34] . We repeat the training process until convergence. Table 10 summarizes the results of cross-dataset generalization using max F. Each column shows the performance of all the trained models testing on one dataset, indicating the hardness of the tested dataset. Each row shows the performance of one trained model testing on all the datasets, indicating the generalization ability of the training dataset. Please note that the numbers are not comparable with the benchmarking values shown in previous sections due to varied training/testing protocols. What matter are the relative differences. We find that SOC [120] is the most difficult dataset (lowest column Mean others 0.619). This may be because that SOC [120] is collected to have distinctive location distributions compared with other datasets, and may contain extremely large or small salient objects. MSRA10K [58] appears to be the easiest dataset (highest column Mean others 0.811), and generalizes the worst (highest row Percent drop 17%). DUTS [73] is shown to have the best generalization ability (lowest row Percent drop −16%).
DISCUSSIONS
Model Design
In the following we discuss several factors and directions that are important for SOD model design.
• Feature Aggregation. Efficient aggregation of hierarchical deep features are significant for pixel-wise labeling tasks since it is believed to be beneficial to integrate 'multi-scale' abstracted information. Existing SOD methods have brought various strategies for feature aggregation, such as multi-stream/multi-resolution fusion [55] , topdown bottom-up fusion [37] or side-output fusion [38] , [78] , [83] . Fusion with features from other domains, e.g. fixation prediction, may also enhance the feature representation [79] . Besides, it is suggested to learn from the feature aggregation methodology of other closely related research tasks such as semantic segmentation [135] - [137] , which learns semantically meaningful features for predicting pixel-level labels.
• Loss Function. The elaborate design of loss functions also plays an important role in training more effective models. In [91] , loss functions derived from SOD evaluation metrics are used for capturing quality factors and have been empirically shown to improve saliency prediction performance. Another recent work [138] proposes to directly optimize the mean intersection-over-union loss, which brings impact to semantic segmentation as well as its binary case, i.e. foreground-background segmentation. Designing suitable loss functions for SOD is an important consideration for further improving model performance.
• Network Topology. Network topology determines the within-network information flow that directly affects training difficulty and parameter usage. For a classic example, in ResNet [96] , the block input is directly added to the block output through skip connection, making it possible to train very deep networks. DenseNet [139] further links each layer with all its subsequent layers, greatly alleviating gradient vanishing and encouraging feature reuse. CliqueNet [140] adds bidirectional connections between two arbitrary layers within a block, maximizing the information flow through layers and reusing layer parameters multiple times.
Besides manually determining the network topology all the way up, a promising direction is to resort to automated machine learning (AutoML), which aims to find the best performing algorithms with least possible human intervention. As a promising example, Neural Architecture Search (NAS) [141] is able to generate competitive models for image classification and language modeling from scratch. It trains a controller RNN to generate network hyperparameters using Reinforcement Learning (RL) [142] . The computational cost of AutoML can be alleviated by transfer learning [143] , [144] , which makes it more practical for benefiting a wider range of more complex tasks.
The existing well-designed network topologies and the AutoML technologies all provide insights for constructing novel and effective SOD architectures in future.
• Dynamic Inference. The rich redundancy among DNN features facilitates its robustness against perturbed inputs, while inevitably introducing extra computational cost during inference. Besides improving the computational efficiency of DNNs using some static methods such as kernel decomposition [145] or parameter pruning [146] , some studies investigate on varying the amount of computation dynamically during testing. Bengio et al. [147] propose to selectively activate part of the neurons in a multi-perceptron (MLP) network during prediction. BranchyNet [148] stops the computation early once the classification entropy of the added intermediate classification branches falls below a threshold. The recently proposed ConvNet-AIG [149] adaptively updates its inference graph according to the input image, and only runs a subset of layers related to certain classes. Compared with static methods, these dynamic ones improve the efficiency without decreasing network parameters, thus is prone to be robust against basic adversarial attacks (e.g. ConvNet-AIG [149] ).
For SOD model design, incorporating reasonable and effective dynamic network structure is promising for improving both efficiency and performance. For example, the specialized subsets of layers may serve as expert subnets for handling input images with various attributes.
Dataset Collection
Based on previous observations, we would suggest considering data selection bias, annotation inconsistency, annotation quality and domain knowledge for constructing SOD datasets in future.
• Data selection bias. Most existing SOD datasets collect images that contain salient objects in relatively clean background, while discarding images that do not contain any salient objects, or whose backgrounds are too clustered. However, real-world applications usually face with much more complicated situations, which can cause serious trouble to SOD models trained on these datasets. Thus, creating datasets to faithfully reflect the real world challenges is crucial for improving the generalization ability of SOD [41] .
Some recent efforts have been spent to address the selection bias. For example, the SOC dataset [120] collects some non-salient images to better mimic the real-world scenes. More such efforts are encouraged to further boost the saliency prediction performance w.r.t. real-life challenges.
• Annotation Inconsistency. Though existing SOD datasets play an important role in training and evaluating modern SOD models, the inconsistencies among different SOD datasets shall not be neglected or overlooked. The intradataset inconsistencies are inevitable since the data may not be annotated by identical subjects and under identical rules/conditions. Fig. 8 show some typical examples. The two cases in the top row represent the instance-level annotation inconsistency where there exists multiple comparable instances but either all or several of them would be annotated as salient objects. The left case in the middle row shows the inconsistency regarding the shadow. The right case in the middle row describe the inconsistency on objects of certain categories, e.g. the flowers in the two images are not consistently marked as salient or non-salient. The bottom left case presents the annotation of the bicycle with various degrees of precision. The bottom right case shows the inconsistency when labeling the saliency of the mirror reflection.
• Coarse v.s. Fine Annotation. For data-driven learning, the labeling quality is crucial for training reliable SOD models and evaluating faithfully them. The first improvement of SOD annotation quality is to replace the bounding-boxes with pixel-wise masks for denoting the salient objects [30] , [121] , which greatly boost the performance of SOD models. In view of this, almost all the modern SOD datasets have been annotated with pixellevel labels. However, the labeling precisions may be different across different samples. For example, The precision for the bicycle in Fig. 8 are obviously different. There has no comprehensive study about the relation between label quality and model performance for SOD. A similar research regarding pixel-level labeling quality of semantic segmentation [150] has shown that a large number of coarse-labeled data can reach the performance of smaller number of finelabeled data, and that pre-training with coarse labels then fine-tuning with a small number of fine labels is competitive with training with a large number of fine labels. Though some works have shown the importance of high-quality labels [120] , [151] , more in-depth study is in demand for SOD model training and dataset construction.
• Domain-specific SOD datasets. SOD has wide application scenarios such as autonomous vehicles, video games, medical image processing, etc., as it helps locate objects of interest and situation awareness. Due to different scene settings, the saliency mechanism in these applications can be quite different from the one in conventional natural image setting, considering the visual appearances and semantic components. Thus, it is essential to collect SOD datasets specific for these application domains. The benefits brought by domain-specific datasets have been observed in FP, where the saliency models trained on specially collected datasets outperform other models for predicting fixations on crowds [152] , webpages [153] - [155] or during driving [156] , [157] . It is promising that collecting domain-specific data can help build saliency models that can better detect and segment the salient objects under specific task settings than generally trained SOD models [47] .
Saliency Ranking and Relative Saliency
Traditionally, the salient object generally refers to the most salient object or region in a scene. However, this 'simple' definition may be insufficient for images where multiple salient objects exist. Thus, how to assess the saliency of co-existing objects or regions is import for designing SOD models and annotating SOD datasets.
One possible solution is to rank the saliency of objects or regions. Based on the observation that human eye fixations are often guided by the locations of salient objects in the scene, Li et al. [59] propose to rank the saliency of image segments using the fixation prediction.
Another solution uses the relative saliency of multiple salient instances based on the votes from several observers. For example, Islam et al. [90] use a stack of ground-truth maps that correspond to different levels of saliency defined by observers instead of classical binary ground-truth saliency masks to train an SOD model. The relative saliency among different instances can also serve as an important cue for salient object subitizing.
Relation with Fixations
Both fixation prediction (FP) and SOD closely relate to the concept of visual saliency in the field of computer vision. FP dates back to early 1990s [158] which aims to predict the fixation points that would the focus of the first glance by human viewers. SOD has a slightly shorter history dating back to [29] , [30] , and attempts to identify and segment the salient object(s) in the scene. FP is directly derived from the cognition and psychology community, while SOD appears more 'computer vision' driven by object-level applications. The generated saliency maps of the two are actually remarkably different due to the distinct purposes in saliency detection.
The strong correlation between FP and SOD has been explored in history. Early in the work of Mishara et al. [159] , the human fixation is utilized to identify the object of interest for segmentation, which is known as the task of 'active visual segmentation'. Later, a few studies (e.g., [41] , [59] , [160] , [161] ) quantitatively explore and demonstrate the existence of a strong correlation between the explicit saliency judgments and human free-viewing fixations. Borji et al. [161] also show that both definitions for 'the most salient object' in a scene, i.e., the one that attracts the majority of eye fixations or the first glance, would lead to similar conclusions.
Though being closely related, only a handful of models considering FP and SOD tasks at the same time. Li et al. [59] propose an effective combinational SOD algorithm consisting of a segmentation process followed by a saliency region ranking using FP. FSN [79] fuses the outputs of a fixation stream [99] and a semantic stream [95] to predict saliency, while it does not learn the two tasks simultaneously. SU [65] utilizes multi-task learning and performs FP and SOD in a branched network. ASNet [91] utilizes fixation map from top layers to guide saliency segmentation in lower layers. How to effectively benefit SOD from FP is still an open and unsolved problem.
There are a few SOD datasets accompanied with fixation data, such as PASCAL-S [59] , DUT-OMRON [52] and a subset of XPIE [119] . However, the SOD annotations are typically not guided by the fixation data. For example, the saliency masks of PASCAL-S are constructed based on presegmented regions from which the 'salient' ones are selected using mouse-click. DUT-OMRON [52] labels the bounding boxes of salient objects without considering the fixations in the preliminary stage. On the contrary, the filtering process of the fixation data is affected by the annotated bounding box. The images in the fixation subset of XPIE [119] are collected from dataset in [162] and [163] . However, the annotation process of the binary masks is independent of the fixation data, which is just the same as images in other subsets without fixations. Considering the strong relation between SOD and FP, it is suggested to make use of the fixation information when annotating the saliency masks during the construction of SOD datasets in future, as done in Judd-A [161] (image SOD) and VOS [164] (video SOD).
More research on models and datasets regarding the rationale behind the relation of SOD and FP is encouraged toward producing models that are more consistent with the visual selective mechanism of human.
Improve SOD with Semantics
Semantic information is of key importance in high-level vision tasks such as semantic segmentation, object detection, object class discovery, etc. By contrast, its role in SOD is largely under-explored, partly because that SOD seemingly relies more on low-level visual cues than on high-level semantic meanings. In fact, high-level semantic information can provide very helpful guidance for detecting salient objects, especially in difficult scenes such as with highly cluttered background.
A few efforts have been devoted to facilitate SOD with semantic information [70] , [72] . Besides pre-training SOD models with segmentation dataset [70] , or utilizing multitask learning to concurrently train SOD with semantic segmentation [72] , a feasible direction is to enhance saliency features by incorporating segmentation features as done in some object detection methods, either through concatenation [165] or using activation [166] . Such feature enhancement utilizes semantics embedded in pixel categories to help estimate the class-agnostic saliency value for each pixel, especially in scenarios where the visual pattern is insufficient to distinguish the objects from their surroundings.
SOD for Real-World Applications
The DNNs are generally designed to be deep and complicated in order to increase the model capacity and achieve better performance in various tasks. However, more ingenuous and light-weighted network architectures are required to fulfill the requirements of mobile and embedded applications such as robotics, autonomous driving, augmented reality, etc. The degradation of accuracy and generalization capability due to model scale deduction is desired to be minimum.
To facilitate the application of SOD in real-world scenarios, it is considerable to utilize model compression [167] techniques to learn compact and fast SOD models with competitive prediction accuracy. Hinton et al. [168] extended the idea in [167] and propose knowledge distillation (KD), which is able to train a shallow or compressed student model under the supervision of the soften outputs from the large teacher model with minor accuracy drop for image classification. Romero et al. [169] further extend KD by utilizing intermediate-level feature from the teacher as 'hints' for the training of the student network. Such compression techniques have shown the effectiveness in improving the generalization capability and alleviating under-fitting when training faster models for object detection [170] , a more challenging task compared with image classification. It is worthy of exploring compressing SOD models with these techniques for fast and accurate saliency prediction.
There are also applications where the inputs of SOD are images from other modalities (e.g. depth), and the labeled data is limited compared with RGB datasets. To fully exploit the existing RGB SOD datasets, besides initializing with generic RGB SOD feature representations then finetuning on data of other modalities, one can use cross modal distillation [171] , which transfers the supervision from labeled RGB images to the paired unlabeled data with new modalities and effectively learns feature hierarchies. In this way, the existing DNN architecture for general SOD can be extended to other modalities without having to collect additional large-scale labeled datasets.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we present, to the best of our knowledge, the first comprehensive review of SOD with focus on deep learning techniques. We first carefully review and organize deep learning-based SOD models from several different perspectives, including network architecture, level of supervision, etc. We then summarize popular SOD datasets and evaluation criteria, and compile a thorough performance benchmarking of major SOD methods.
Next, we investigate several previously under-explored issues with novel efforts on benchmarking and baselines. In particular, we perform attribute-based performance analysis by compiling and annotating a new dataset and testing several representative SOD algorithms. We also study the robustness of SOD methods w.r.t. various input perturbations. Moreover, for the first time in SOD, we investigate the robustness and transferability of deep SOD models w.r.t. adversarial attacks. In addition, we assess the generalization and hardness of existing SOD datasets through crossdataset generalization experiment. We finally look through several open issues and challenges of SOD in deep learning era, and provide insightful discussions on possible research directions in future.
All the saliency prediction maps, our constructed dataset, annotations, and codes for evaluation are made publicly available at https://github.com/wenguanwang/ SODsurvey. In conclusion, SOD has achieved notable progress thanks to the striking development of deep learning techniques, yet it still has significant room for improvement. We expect this survey to provide an effective way to understand state-of-the-arts and, more importantly, insights for future exploration in SOD.
